PANEL AND GROOVE OPTIONS

Simpson can make any door with any sticking profile and panel option you can dream up. The following panel profiles are the most commonly requested. If you have a different profile in mind, provide the specifications to your Authorized Dealer.

**PANEL OPTIONS**

- 1-7/16” Innerbond® DHRP
- 1-7/16” Innerbond® Scoop SHRP
- 1-5/16” Panel with Bevel Raised Edge
- 1-5/16” SHRP
- 1-1/4” Innerbond® DHRP
- 3/4” DHRP
- 9/16” SHRP
- 3/8” Flat Panel
- 1-1/16” DHRP One Side, FP One Side
- 1-1/16” Caprice DHRP
- 3/4” Scoop SHRP
- 1-3/4” Innerbond® SHRP
- 1-3/4” Caprice SHRP
- 3/4” Flat Panel

**GROOVE OPTIONS**

- V (1/4”)
  - Most Commonly Requested
- Large Beaded (3/4”)
- Square Beaded (7/16”)
- Standard Beaded (5/16”)
- Standard on Bungalow Series® Doors
- Round Over (1/8”)
- Square (1/8”)
  - Standard on Artist Collection® Doors
- Square V (1/2”)
  - Standard on Barn Doors
- Double V (1/2”)
- Big Square (1/4”)
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